
Pullman 2040  

Taskforces and Collaboration Areas 
 

The following focus areas are based on the input we have received from the community.  Pullman 2040 is 

establishing the following 6 taskforces and 2 collaboration areas charged with answering the following questions: 

  

Community Identity Taskforce 

How will we define a Pullman identity which best advances our values of inclusiveness, diversity, safety, 

friendliness, and generosity while promoting campus-community-industry engagement and integration?   

 

Economic Development Taskforce 

How will we advance our community’s desire to be vibrant and thriving, embracing both a “Small-Town-Feel” 

while offering “Big-City-Opportunities”?  How will Pullman better fulfill the shopping, restaurant, and 

entertainment desires of our community members?   

   

Education Taskforce 

Pullman has a strong history of generously supporting and valuing life-long education.  How do we prepare for the 

future and make sure we maintain a high standard and support of educational opportunity for all? 

 

Environment/Recreation Taskforce 

How will we best capitalize and expand on our community and regional outdoor and recreational opportunities 

while insuring environmental quality and sustainability?  How will we increase the quantity and quality of all-

season family-friendly activities? 

 

Visual Appeal Taskforce 

How will we make Pullman more beautiful, clean, welcoming, charming, and fun while at the same time highlight 

our historic assets and artistic creativity? 

 

Wellness Taskforce 

How will we improve access to quality healthcare, build a healthy living environment, and enhance related social 

conditions to keep our community healthy and continue to advance the over-all health and wellness of all its 

members? 

 

Collaboration Areas 

The areas of Downtown and Infrastructure were also identified as important to the community and have existing 

entities working on these areas. Rather than duplicating efforts, the Pullman 2040 Steering Committee will 

collaborate with the existing entities to advance these areas. 

   

Downtown Collaboration Area 

Our community desires a vibrant, clean, walkable, and enjoyable downtown which offers a variety of 

locally owned shops, restaurants, and events.  The Pullman 2040 Steering Committee will work with the 

established downtown group on this. 

 

Infrastructure Collaboration Area 

Improving infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, traffic flow, bypasses, snow removal, parks, paths & trails, 

etc.) is of critical importance to our community.  The Pullman 2040 Steering Committee will work directly 

with the City to advance these improvements. 
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